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Terms and Conditions

LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible 
in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does 
not  warrant  or  represent  at  any time that  the  contents  within  are 
accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Net.

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in 
this publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, 
omissions,  or  contrary  interpretation  of  the  subject  matter  herein. 
Any perceived slights  of  specific  persons,  peoples,  or organizations 
are unintentional.

In  practical  advice  books,  like  anything  else  in  life,  there  are  no 
guarantees of revenue made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their 
own  judgment  about  their  individual  circumstances  to  act 
accordingly.

This  book  is  not  intended  for  use  as  a  source  of  legal,  business, 
accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services 
of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance 
fields.

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Foreword

There are techniques and methods in network marketing that you need to 

know if you want to make money online. They’re also pretty useful if you 

don’t want to get burned or spend money you can’t afford to lose.

Like all areas of business, those who are ‘in the know’ use tricks of the trade 

that become second nature. You may think you know what these trade 

secrets are, and maybe you do – in theory – but putting them into practice 

is a different matter. It’s like the difference between learning to speak 

French at school and living in Paris for five years.

More importantly, it is THE difference between people who make money 

online and people who don’t. Those that earn their living from the Net 

automatically – unconsciously – without thinking, incorporate these trade 

secrets – these ‘master keys’ into everything they do. Often without 

realizing that they are the secret to online success.

As a pretty successful marketer I didn’t realize many of these secrets myself 

until I stumbled across them. Yes – I know all the sales pages you read 

claim to ‘stumble across’ secrets, but I really genuinely did.

Entry Level Network Marketing Tips

Discover how to get started in network marketing without 
getting killed by discouragement.



Chapter 1:
Technique 1

Synopsis

I’m not sure which side of the fence I sit on in the ‘there’s nothing new 

under the sun’ argument. It’s certainly true in Network marketing.

Most products contain information that has been rehashed – a new slant 

has been put on it and it’s been given a catchy title (it’s all about catchy 

titles these days) but although it may be better written and the links to 

relevant sites are new – the info probably isn’t. Nothing wrong with this.

As a customer you simply need to realize that you’re not likely to find any 

new information in a big launch. Sure – you may find info that YOU haven’t 

come across before but it’s highly unlikely to be new to everyone that reads 

it. This is true of most things in life – the difference is that in Network 

marketing many things are touted as an ‘amazing breakthrough’ or ‘secrets 

revealed’. 



The Beginning

The information contained could still be very valuable of course, but not 

new.

And so top marketers have realized that if they want to sell a product they 

should put a ‘new’ slant on it.

It works something like this. Author comes up with a product. Sells 
product. Product gets old. Product is forgotten about by even those who 
first bought it.

Then someone gets a hold of it. Could even be the original author. Knows 
it's an older product, but decides to "re-vamp" it. Thus, an old forgotten 
product that is still useful gets re-announced and made re-valuable, as a 
new product.

In other words, you take a product and give it a make-over. Give it a new e-
cover (electronic cover), make a few changes to the interior of the e-book 
file, and viola! A new, yet old, product emerges that markets well, and can 
make you tens of thousands of dollars.

It’s been rehashed. It’s like a divorced man – it’s been to the gym, got in 
trim, had a new haircut, got that broken tooth fixed and now it’s ready to be 
offered again.



It’s the same old thing of course, but the packaging, marketing and 
downright ‘fizz’ is much more appealing. Of course, this Book works, 
especially with Private Label Products. In fact, it works BETTER.

Why? 

Well, for starters, you can re-word the entire product if you want to. Make 
sure you give it a catchy new title.

- Add YOUR name as the author, and slip in all your affiliate links to make 
the product a “multiple revenue stream" product.

Okay, so what's a "multiple revenue streams" money producer? It’s any 
product that can generate more than ONE source of revenue. A one source 
of revenue product is one that brings revenue solely by selling the product.

A multiple stream of revenue product is one which contains (for instance) 
affiliate links, or links to OTHER products you are selling, so that as well as 
selling the product itself, you get residual revenue from the links in the 
book.

It’s an easy process.

First, be sure that you can legally make changes to the product you’ve 
chosen to market (obviously if you wrote it yourself you can do whatever 
you want with it).

If you’ve bought resell or master resell rights which come in pdf format this 
is NOT a problem. Just add your own bonus and zip it up with the pdf. I do 
this all the time and it’s one of the reasons I look at people as though 
they’ve gone mad when they say resell rights are dead.



I LOVE resell rights. You can usually (check the license) add anything you 
like to the package and pass it along with the resell rights product you 
bought rights too. Most people who resell it are too lazy to change the 
package in any way – often not even looking at it – so they happily pass 
along your affiliate links, freebies, site adverts without realizing it.

Private Label Rights (PLR) are usually best for this though because you can 
add your own money making links in the actual text of the document.

Unfortunately the current trend is that some people put weird and 
wonderful restrictions on their PLR products. Make sure you read the 
licenses that come with the product and if in doubt, go for unrestricted 
PLR, which means you can do most anything with it.

So (where was I?) – first – make sure you’re allowed to change it.

If it’s a ‘rebrandable’ product (this means there are certain things you’re 
allowed to change in the product) put in your affiliate or other product sales 
page link(s) as directed by the original author/creator of the product. 
Usually you can insert a link of your choice in the pdf that comes with a 
rebranding tool.

Whichever way you do it, just make sure that the product you’re creating 
(or rehashing or rewriting or whatever) becomes a multiple revenue stream 
product by adding your own links. Otherwise once you’ve sold it, that’s the 
end of your revenue from it, and the trick is to earn an ongoing revenue 
from every single thing you sell.

When you’re creating a new product from an old one the key thing is that 
you update it as much as possible, make it your own, and giving it a snappy 



title.  That way it’s more likely to get resold and passed on, which of course 
is what you want.

I always think that Network marketing trends go round in ten-year cycles. 
Look for old products – chances are you can pick up the PLR for pennies.
If you don’t fancy rewriting them yourself use a ghostwriter or freelancer to 
do it for you.

Most big sellers have a stash of older products to draw from. Think about it 
– you’d have had to be involved in IM for 10 years to remember the original 
launch. I WAS and my memory’s not that good. I’ve successfully resold 
products from five years ago, after a serious rewriting, and nobody’s 
noticed!

Remember - Old to New products.

Put your stamp on it. Re-title it – redo the graphics – put your links in. Sell 
it.

Take this to heart and you’ll never be short of products again.



 

Chapter 2:
Scare Em

Synopsis

Used throughout marketing in general – extremely effective In Network 

marketing.

If you believe you may "miss the boat", to coin a phrase, you’re more likely 

you take immediate ACTION.

Which is why we see LOTS of sites with ‘offer ends at midnight’ or similar 

slapped all over the sales page. That’s the point of this one. To Make You 

Take Action.

But, there's more to it than just that. It's how you WORD it that really gets 

people's blood pumping.

Say for instance that you have written what you believe to be a KILLER 

sales letter. Then, when you type up your "call to action" you say. . .

"Hurry. This Offer Ends Soon!" But WHEN exactly is "soon"???

Soon is such a broad definition in terms of time it doesn’t sound real – or 

scary enough.



What Works

Soon could be two days from now, or two weeks from now. It's excellent for 

marketers to try and keep their "special offer" alive for an undisclosed 

amount of time (they make more sales).

But really, it hurts them in the long run by not picking a designated date 

and time. That’s why when I sell products with that come with limited 

rights, or are time limited, I shut them down IMMEDIATELY the deadline 

passes or the licenses sell out.

Make sure that when you use the "fear factor" you give your customers a 

deadline. And STICK TO THAT DEADLINE! The fear factor only works if 

you make a date and then remove your offer when the date is reached.

Yeah, you may miss out on a few sales. But think about it this way, the next 

time you run a time limited special offer your customers will know they had 

better take you up on it or miss out forever.

And telling my readers that I’ll be pulling the offer as soon as the licenses 

are sold is a excellent selling point to. I’m just drawing their attention to a 

particular fact – that it’s a limited offer – but MAN does it help sales.

Some copy writers call this fear trigger the ‘call to action’. Here’s an 

instance:” Hurry! This Is An Exploding Offer And Will Self-Destruct On 

Tuesday 14th At Exactly Midnight."



It's even a good idea to throw in a little javascript counter to really make 

them sweat ;-). With one of these they can see the time to when the offer 

ends counting down in front of their eyes.

Then finish up with something along the lines of. . .

"If you come back here after the above date, you will NOT be able to take 

advantage of this offer. You MUST ACT NOW or be locked out forever!"

Of course this is precisely how the "fear factor" is supposed to work. Offer 

your customers something exciting, put a specific time frame on it (a few 

days usually works excellent), give them an unbeatable price for what they 

are getting, and then rip it away from them like a thief in the night.

This works very well as a fast-cash generator too. Putting a time limit of, for 

instance, a week on the offer makes your reader act within a certain time 

frame. This means you bank the money within a certain time frame too of 

course. This will work when you need to get affiliates on board fast too.

In fact this is one of the best ways to guarantee a successful launch. Make it 

week long then end it DEAD. The activity you’ll see within that week will 

amaze you.



Chapter 3:
Worth

Synopsis

This is a minefield. Luckily, as marketers it mostly works in our favor. 

Would you pay $97 for a book on Amazon? 

Perhaps – if it was a huge glossy coffee table edition, or a specialist trade 

manual related to your work. Most people have a $10 limit for book (real, 

physical books) in our heads and it’s hard to shake that.

But convert that thought to an e-book and suddenly we’re forking out the 

best part of $100 for a 30 page electronic publication. Why? Because of 

perceived value.



Worth

When you sell an e-book the value isn’t in the physical thing – it’s in the 

information it contains. Best of all, the value of information is impossible to 

quantify. For a start information is more valuable to some people than 

others.

It’s not to do with size either – if I offered you a 600-page e-book on how to 

make money from Adsense or a 1-page document containing next week’s 

lottery results which would you go for?

But because e-products (which I’m focusing on because it’s what most of us 

deal with online) can’t be quantified it means we must put some value on 

them FOR our customers. This basically means telling them what it’s worth. 

Now this isn’t as hard as you may think because most people involved with 

IM know that an e-book can sell from any price between $5 and $1000 

(usually $997), but the normal range for an e-book is under $100.

There are some things we can do to improve its perceived value. An e-book 

of 300 pages is usually (but not always) perceived as being worth more than 

a 20-page e-book. Of course there are exceptions to this – if it’s written by 

someone who’s classed as a guru then they can probably charge a little 

more for it.

But when you’re reading down that sales page thinking ‘I want to buy this e-

book’ you already have a rough price in your head. If it comes in between 



$19 and $47 chances are you’re going to buy it. Anything above this range 

becomes an obstacle and undoes all the work done by the sales page.

In short, the perceived value you give to your book should be the maximum 

you can get away with without it becoming something that the potential 

customer has to think about.

In terms of volume you’re going to have to get around 25 pages minimum 

into your e-book. Anything less and it becomes something (you guessed it) 

that the potential customer had to think about.

We don’t want them thinking – we want them to be rushed along in a sales 

whirlwind of emotion.

Some of my best selling e-books have been between 30 and 40 pages in 

length. That’s because I don’t write fluff or padding – hopefully you can see 

that from reading this.

I could pad my books out to 100 pages and sell them for $97 instead of half 

that but I don’t because I have respect for my customers, and want to 

provide (no fluff) quality information, but mostly because I know they’re 

(you’re) not stupid.

People looking for quality information can spot padding a mile off and it 

doesn’t go down well.



So to improve the perceived value of your product BUT also to ensure it 

sells, you may want to do the following:

1.  Sell it at an ‘industry standard’ price – up to $49

2.  Make it over 30 pages if possible, but don’t increase the price based on 

page value alone until you get over 100 pages.

3.  Don’t make the pricing or (low) page number something that causes 

your customer to stop and think rather than buy.

Being different can be a real selling point when marketing your product but 

if you’re going to do it, make sure your product is flawless.



Chapter 4:
Your List

Synopsis

If you’re serious about Network marketing, I’d say you pretty much needed 

to build a list from day one. It can be done without a mailing list but it 

makes it bloody hard work.

I’ve heard all sort of figures bandied about on the actual amounts you 

should be able to make from your list. I honestly think most of it is 

complete rubbish made up on the spot by marketers when someone asks 

them.

However, although I’m pretty sure there’s no definite answer to how much 

you should make from your list, I can’t help using the following equation 

when I assess my own earnings from my list.

I’ll say now that this is irrational and not based on any research – however 

it works as a rule of thumb for me. 



The Gold

Not counting new launches, affiliate earnings or any other sort of revenue 

from my sites – PURELY going off mailing s to my list, I always try to earn 

around $0.50 per person on my list.

Obviously this doesn’t mean that everyone on my list sends me a dollar 

(although that would be nice) it means that on average, with some people 

buying and some ignoring the emails, I average $1 per person per month.

So with a mailing list of 1,000 I’d expect to take in $500 a month from that 

one list alone.

That’s why you should build a list. Because it doesn’t take much effort and 

it’s an excellent source of ongoing revenue. If you need money in a hurry 

too, you can send out a mailing and have $500 in your account in 24-48 

hours.

I know of someone who uses his (very large) list to fund purchases rather 

than use banks or credit. He tells me he bought a $300,000 house from a 

single mailing to his list. I believe him.

I’m not going to go into how to build a list because it’s not what this book is 

about. You can find plenty of free info on the net about this.

I use Aweber to manage my lists. Others use getresponse or stand alone 

software that can be installed on your own server.



To really earn good profits from your mailing list there is a secret.  The 

secret is…Have More Than ONE List!

That's it. That's the secret.

Now, if you only have one list you rely on to earn money then you already 

know what to expect. $1 per subscriber. But, that equation DOUBLES if you 

have two lists to pull in profits from. Want to triple it? Then have 3 lists. 

And so on and so forth.

Obviously it’s not as simple as that. You could argue that a big list would 

bring in exactly the same sales as a dozen small lists that equates to the 

same number of subscribers. Well yes and no.

If you have a large general list you’ll get a percentage of sales sure, but not 

all the people on your list will want what you’re offering at any particular 

time. Some will be into Adsense, some into affiliate courses, some into viral 

marketing and others into (for instance) software, so may not want an e-

book on self-development. See what I mean?

They’ve all opted in to your list to get a freebie (presumably) but what the 

big boys – THE GURUS do, is realize that to make serious money you need 

to be more exact about what your list wants, so they have multiple lists.

Here’s how it works. The have multiple opt in pages each offering a 

different freebie. One may be on Adsense, one on affiliate courses, one on 

viral marketing etc.



Because the opt-in pages are more specialized they know in much more 

detail what the subscriber is after. So to the list that opted in to get the free 

Adsense course they’ll target mostly Adsense and pay per click related 

products. To the people who opted in for the viral marketing freebie they’ll 

target mostly viral marketing products.

And the end result is they end up with a much higher purchase rate than 

the ‘general’ list that most subscribers try to earn from.

Really it’s niche marketing via a list rather than a site.

Instead of $1 per subscriber, they may make $7 per subscriber.

And on a 15,000 list that’s the difference between $15,000 a month and 

$105,000 a month. From the same number of people – just more targeted.

This is possibly THE biggest secret that the gurus want to keep to 

themselves. I’ll bet you’ve not read about it before. Use it – it’s worth 100 

times the price of this book.

I’m speaking from experience. 



Wrapping Up

Network marketing is a game – an ongoing game. You need to see the 

funny side of it and not take it too seriously.

If you use the tricks – secrets – whatever you want to call them, in this book 

then you should have successful product launches, and an ongoing 

successful business.

The main thing – the BIG info is this:

Stop buying products from other marketers because you want to learn how 

to make money. Instead buy products because you want to know – inside 

out – the methods that these gurus use to SELL the products to other 

people. You’re not interested in how they say they earn money online.

Watch how they DO it not what they SAY they do – there’s a big difference.

Once you’ve done that use these same methods to earn money online 

yourself. Doesn’t have to be excellent amounts – just a gentle repeatable 

revenue. Then write up the method and sell it.

Congratulations – You’re on the money train. Be honest – provide good 

information. 
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